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Welcome to

No other sport you can play, is more dependent on constant
preparation, on the field of play (during the game) than Golf. 
Each and every shot, from the first shot on a hole to the last
putt, demands specific preparation steps, if you want strong, 
consistent  results.

In Golf, the components of shot preparation are referred to as 
the Pre-Shot Basics. And the drill that you go through preparing 
for each shot is known as the Pre-Shot Routine. If you ever watch 
a Tour event, you will easily see without any exception, how every 
Tour player goes through a definite set of steps when preparing to 
hit a shot - from the tee shot to their putting. They each do it a little 
differently, but make no mistake - they always do it!

I pound this into my students heads! I am a huge believer of never 
rushing into a shot, without going through a well prepared pre-shot 
preparation. Without it, it's going to be a guessing game as to how 
good your results will be, regardless of how skilled you are.

Study the components in this manual carefully. Take time and work 
them into a careful, comfortable Pre-Shot Routine of your own. 
Experiment with your routine to get it down to a good personal drill.
And don't wait to get to an actual round of golf to work on it. 
Create it on the practice range, where you can go over the compo-
nents and build the best routine.

Everything is in this manual to get it done. Get to work!!!

Enjoy this manual... 

and best of luck with your golf game!
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This book is printer-friendly! You can easily print out 
pages on your home printer. Print them in black&white. 
There is no need to waste your expensive color ink. 

As a golf pro - I always like to have 
study material to take with me to 
practice sessions at the range.

1  Study on your computer.  2  Print out pages to read.

This works real well for me. When I 

decide what it is that I am going to work 

on for a particular session, I print out 

those pages and take them with me. It 

helps to refer to them. 

Use this book to your full advantage!

Suggestions:

I have developed a number of 
inexpensive Instruction Products.

They are all designed specially for 
Beginners, High-Handicappers and 

level of students I teach.

Check them out on my website. 
I think you will find them helpful:

Mobile: rserling.com/rsgolfmobile
Desktop: rserling.com/rsgolf

Intermediate Golfers - which is the

You have 2 ways to study here:

I calculated the cost of printing out the entire book in
black&white - and it came out to approximately 50¢!  

View it at 100%, full size.

For the most effective 
viewing of this book:

Comments regarding this book are always welcome.
Please email them to: heyrickserling@gmail.com

For most effective studying:

If you have a monitor big enough or 

Certain pages in the book should be 
viewed side-by-side to get the most 
effective result from your studying.

If not, print out the two pages, tape 
them together and then work on them.

Here are the pages to study side-by-
side:

two monitors you can accomplish this. 
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Grip: pages 4 & 5

Alignment: pages 6 & 7



 

The things you need to do to prepare for a solid, consistent swing.

 

Pre-Shot Components/Pre-Shot Routine

 

Posture

 

Grip

 

Alignment
 

Stance & 
Ball Position
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Grip Pressure
Put the left hand on with medium-firm 
pressure. Be sure that the club is secure 
but do not grip overly tight.

The right hand holds the club medium-
relaxed. Do not hold the club tightly!

Note: If you can feel tightening in either 
of your forearms, you are gripping the 
club too tightly!

The line between your thumb and pointer 
finger... on each hand, must point some-where 
between your right ear and the middle of your 
right shoulder. (Pics 2 & 5)

Cover the left thumb.
The left thumb must be completely covered. 
And... you never want to see the left thumb 
"popping out" between the right thumb and 
pointer finger. (Pic 7a)

Helpful hints on grip basics:

B

Œ Of the five Pre-Shot Components, I feel 
that grip is arguably the most critical 
of them all. It is the component above 
all others, that New-to-High Handicappers
do poorly.

� Take a look at the way the Tour Pros grip 
the club when you watch them next time 
and compare. With very minor differ-
ences... They literally all hold the club 
the same way! 

Ž There is only one right way to do it, so be
patient and get it exactly right.  
Do yourself a big favor. To learn it right - 
do it by the steps you see here.

Then, bring your 
left hand to the grip 
as shown above, so 
that you can clearly 
see the first two 
knuckles on your 
left hand.

B

Notice when you do 
this that the line 
between your thumb 
and pointer finger will 
point to somewhere 
between your right 
ear and the middle of 
your right  shoulder.

The left thumb 
should be on the 
right-top of the grip 
(not the top-center of 
the grip!).

C

B

B

 
Grip

Arguably, the most critical of 
all the Pre-Shot Components

First, set the club 
on the ground as it 
would be when 
setting behind a 
ball ready to hit. 
Hold it firmly with 
the right hand at 
the top of the grip, 
so the club does 
not twist as you 
take your grip.

1

Now, close your left 
hand and fingers 
around the grip with 
medium-firm 
pressure, always 
keeping the first two 
knuckles of your left 
hand in view.

Make sure that you 
hold the grip mainly in 
your fingers, not your 
palm.

AA

A

Œ �

 
Note: The best way to study the Grip section is 
to look at the two pages side-by-side. If you can-
not do that on your computer, print the pages 
out and view them that way.

Here is my take on the Grip... 
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Bring your right 
hand up to the 
club in the "shake 
hands” position 
as shown.

C

it completely.(as shown in Pic 4A).

Place your right palm pocket 
over your left thumb covering 

Now, secure all the fingers of your right hand 
around the grip, like you would on a baseball 
bat.

Close your right hand comfortably in position, 
with the line between your thumb and pointer 
finger pointing to your right shoulder. Also make 
sure that your left thumb is covered completely 
as seen above.

A

Also be sure that when you cover 
the left thumb, you can not see it 
"popping out" between the right 
thumb and forefinger (Pic 7a). 
It is covered completely as shown 
in Pic 5.

A

B

B

B

-A
A

B

Note: Be sure that throughout the stages of setting your grip you 
         can always see the first two knuckles on your left hand!!

C

�

’

Ž �

�

Now you are ready 
to finish off the grip 
by joining the pinky 
finger of your right 
hand with the 
pointer finger of 
your left hand on 
the bottom side 
of the grip. There 
are two ways to do 
this - Pick the one 
that is the most 
comfortable.

The Interlock Grip
With this grip you inter-
lock the pinky finger of 
the right hand with the 
pointer finger of the left 
hand as shown. Best for 
smaller hands or hands 
that are not too strong.

The Overlap Grip
Here, you overlap the 
pinky finger of the right 
hand between the poin-
ter finger and the middle 
finger of the left hand as 
shown.
Used by about 95% of 
the PGA Tour players.

-or-
Here is the finished Grip as the majority
of Tour Players use today--

no!

-A

’

‘

Do not interlock or overlap the pinky finger of 
your right hand with the pointer finger of your 
left hand at this point.  
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 As I explain it to my Beginner  and High Handicappers, you can only be lined up one of three ways: 
Facing to the right of your target 
Facing to the left of your target 

(The correct way!!) Facing “square” or straight into your target. 

What you need to remember about good alignment is 
simple: For normal full swing shots, when you stand up to 
the ball ready to hit, you want the lines along the front of 
your body (toe line, hip line and shoulder line) all to be 
parallel to the “target line” (a visual line that points from 
your ball to the target). 

When you set any club behind the ball ready to hit, the 
line along the bottom of your club face should be 
perpendicular to the target line.

Now, leaving the body line 

club in place, remove the tar-

get line club - and you are 

ready to practice. 

2

1

The simple little exercise seen here is to be used when you are practicing on the range. It is the easiest way I know to guarantee 
you learn “square" alignment and allows you to visualize it as well, so that you can set yourself up on the course, square to any 
target you are shooting at!  I have seen many Tour players use this exercise when they practice!

Next to a bad grip, Improper Alignment may be the most common error for new golfers

Œ
�

Ž

Here are two things to remember about aligning yourself to your target correctly.

Setting Up Your Practice Area

target 
line 

target 
line 
club

toe 
line 

target 

target 
line 

body
line 
club

body
line 
club

target 

Here’s a helpful hint that I tell all my 
Beginner, High-Handicap & Intermediate students:

Once you have got yourself all set up to hit with all your body lines parallel, do this: 
Remaining parallel to the target line, turn your head only and look at your target. 
This is what “square” looks like. 

Now, with this locked-in visual, setting up square will become even easier!

1 2

To set up your practice area, 

start by setting a club next to 

your ball and point it at the 

flag (or your target) as you 

see here. This is your target 

line club. 

 
Alignment - Practice on the Range

Then set another 

club down about 12” inside 

and parallel to your target 

line club. This is your body 

line club.

Each time you set up to hit 

a ball at your target, be sure 

that the lines across your 

(1) toes, (2) hips and 

(3) shoulders, are all par-

allel to your body line club. 

*If you decide to shoot at a 

different target, you will need 

to do this set up again based 

on that targe 6



 
Alignment - On the Golf Course

What you are seeing here are the (4) steps, that are similar to the ones that literally 
all Tour Pros use to align themselves to their target on the golf course. 

The Pre-Shot Routine. 
Alignment   Targeting picturing where you want your shot 

to land and picking out your target spot. 

Conditions: Wind, weather, hazards [like trees, 
sand traps, water, etc.], terrain, your lie.

Club Selection 

Grip Œ �
 
Posture

Stance 

Ball Position

Ž
Spotting your 
target mark 

�

  Stand behind your 
  ball and visualize
  a line to your target.  

 IMPORTANT:
 Pick something 
 12"-24" out on that line
 (i.e. - a  broken piece of 
 tee, a divot mark, etc.) 
 This is your 
 target spot (A).  

  

  
 Next, view a short line (B) between 
 your ball and your target spot (A). 
  

x

B

Club face line

Target 
spot

Target line 12"-24"

A

Target

Toe line
Shoulder line

Hip line
E

D

C

Here is the simple 
thing to remember:
When you are set up correctly 
your: Hip Line, Shoulder Line, 
Toe Line, and The Target line 
are all parallel to each other.

And...
Always, always, always... 
hit at a target during a 
practice session.
 

90

Here is a view of “square” 
alignment, looking down 
from overhead.

  
  Come around to the side of the ball. 
  Before  you step up, face the ball. 
  Put your feet  together viewing the 
  ball off the center of your feet.
    

  With your feet still together, 
  set your clubface behind 
  the ball with the bottom 
  line of the clubface 90° 
  to the short line (B) 
 
  Make sure that you are
  still keeping your hip line
  and shoulder line parallel
  to your target line!!
  

  
    
  Now spread your feet 
  apart setting your toe 
  line (E) parallel to 
  your hip and shoulder 
  line... 
  You are set up square!

  Practice this alignment 
  technique on the range, 
  so that you can comfort-
  ably take it out and use 
  it on the course.   

AB

A

AB

C

D

C

D

A
E

C

D

1 2 3 4

  
  
  Now, leaving your feet still, adjust 
  your shoulder line (D) and hip line (C), 
  so that they are parallel to the short 
  line (B).
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Once you do this, stand there in that
position and focus for a moment to 
lock in the feel of:

How much flex do you feel in 
your knees? 

How do your arms feel hanging 
down, relaxed? 

How much bend do you feel from 
your waist? 

Here’s how I explain proper posture to my 
Beginner and High-Handicap students: 

Start by assuming a good athletic posture as 
you would in any sport i.e.- tennis or baseball: 

Flexed knees.  
A small bend forward at the waist. 
 
 
Arms hanging down from your 
shoulders, relaxed. 

Setting up to the ballŒ
Ž

Right shoulder
is slightly 
lower than
the left to 
angle your 
spine back.

This angle 
on your 
right leg
stays the 
same 
throughout
the 
Backswing.

Weight is on the front 
half of your feet.
Do not sit back on your heels.

Position your body 
so that you chest is
centered roughly
over the back of 
the ball.

Eyes focused on
the back edge of
the ball!

The shaft goes 
straight down to the 
ball. Or, some players 
angle it a bit forward
toward the left leg. 

Weight is even 
on both feet.

Arms hang down
from your shoulders
relaxed. Do not reach
out for the ball.

Back is straight, not 
hunched over. Do not
curl your shoulders,
bend forward from
your waist.

Knees are
   flexed.

Butt sticks
out slightly.

Chin up.
Look down 
with your eyes.

Feet duck-toe out. 
They are not parallel 
to each other.

Posture 

?

?

?

Now... stand back out of it 
and then assume the posture 
again, by remembering what 
it felt like. 

Literally all students are 
able to get right back into 
a perfect posture!
Try this yourself!!... 
Remember... If you can get 
it by “feel” you don’t have to 
think about it!!

�
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Stance & Ball Position  

The longer the club is the later it hits its natural low point in 
the downswing. Therefore as your club gets longer you want 
to adjust the ball forward from center in your stance. The 
pictures above show the basics of it.

Note: It’s not cast in stone that your feet have to be at these 
exact widths - roughly in this area will work well. Taller 
people can stand wider, shorter people narrower. 

For greater stability, the width of your feet increases as the 
club gets longer. You can see how my feet get progressively 
wider as my club gets longer.

     is measured from the inside of your left 
   big toe to the inside of your right big toe.

Also notice...

In a good solid setup your feet “duck-toe” out a little. 

Do not set them where the insides of your feet are 

parallel to each other. If you do you it will make it 

more difficult to make a good body turn and harder 

to get the good foot and leg action needed.

When you are measuring the width of your stance...

NOTE: These stance widths are intended for all golfers from app  5'5" - 6’0” tall. Taller people may stand a little wider.

One of the first things I discuss with my Beginners and 
High-Handicappers... regarding setting up to the ball...  
is that your Stance (width of your feet) and Ball 
Position need to change as your clubs and shots 
change. 

Here you see how the Stance and Ball Position 
changes as the clubs and shots change. These small 
adjustments will definitely help to set you up for better 
ball contact. 

It is amazing how many golfers hit all of their shots out 
of the same position in their stance each time. with 
their feet the same width apart for every shot!  

Œ

�

Ž

Clubhead in center 
of stance.

middle irons
5, 6, 7

Clubhead 1-2 ball 
widths forward 

from center.

long irons, hybrids 
& fairway woods

3-4 irons, hybrids, 3&5 woods

Clubhead 2-3 ball widths 
forward from center. 

16”-18” 18”-20” 20”-22”
short irons

8, 9, PW, SW, LW Ball off the 
left instep.

driver

 
  

Basic rule of thumb

18”-20”

9



This is the nitty-gritty! The final exercise in getting ready to hit a shot.

The Pre-Shot Routine 

 Let’s talk about actual Thinking in a Golf Swing
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target 
line 

mark

2'-3'

Their pre-shot preparation is so good, that even when they do not make 
their best swing they often times still get away with a pretty good shot. 
Think of it this way: Build a good foundation, you will have a great house!  
Build a solid Pre-Shot Routine and your chances of a great golf shot 
increase big time!

PLUS... You’ll never have to worry about Pre-Shot Thoughts adding 
confusion to your golf swing!! Why? Because once you are done running 
your checklist, you are done!  Now you are prepared to make a good swing! 

Here is a fact about all Tour Players: They all go through a very deliberate 
set of steps and motions before every shot they hit. Their Pre-shot Routine.
They all do it a little differently... but make no mistake...
they do it  prior to every shot!

Definition - 
Pre-Shot Thoughts:

First - Shot Assessment:
-  Conditions (Wind, Weather, 
-  Hazards, Terrain, etc.)
-  Targeting
-  Distance needed
-  Lie (Fairway, Rough, etc.)
-  Club Selection

Then:
-  Grip
-  Alignment 
-  Posture 
-  Stance 
-  Ball Position

All of your check-point thoughts while setting up to hit a shot - prior to starting 
the swing. The procedure of running this checklist is known as the Pre-Shot Routine

(using a target line mark)

Target mark

24"-36"

Toe line
Shoulder line

Hip line
E

D

C

Target line

Important note: 
How to go about Targeting 
when setting up to shot: 

target 
line 

To make things far easier to set up square to 
your target, do this: 

1) When you are standing behind the ball  
    (#1 pic to the left), as you visualize your
     target line, pick out something about 2'-3'
     out on the target line that is easy to see;
     a little rock, a piece of a tee, a mark in the
     ground, etc... 
     This becomes your target mark.

2) As you are going through your set up,
    as shown in Step 3 to the left, set your
    club up behind the ball, facing into your 
    target mark. 

3) Finally, keeping your club carefully in  
    place, spread your feet and visualize a 
    line along your toes and a line between
    your ball and your target mark, as shown 
    in Step 4. Make sure they are parallel.

    Then, make sure that the line along 
    your hips and the line along your 
    chest/shoulders are also parallel to 
    your toe line and target mark line. 
    (See the top view illustration above)
   
   Now, you are in a good square set up!!!

1 2 3 4
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